We present a novel method for fast high-quality computation of glossy global illumination in animated environments. Building on the irradiance caching and radiance caching algorithms, our method leverages temporal coherence by sparse temporal sampling and interpolation of the indirect lighting. In our approach, part of the global illumination solution computed in previous frames is reused in the current frame. Our reusing scheme adapts to the change of incoming radiance by updating the indirect lighting only where there is a significant change. By reusing data in several frames, our method removes the flickering artifacts and yields a significant speedup compared to classical computation in which a new cache is computed for every frame. We also define temporal gradients for smooth temporal interpolation. A key aspect of our method is the absence of any additional complex data structure, making the implementation into any existing renderer based on irradiance and radiance caching straightforward. We describe the implementation of our method using graphics hardware for improved performance.
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INTRODUCTION
E FFICIENT computation of global illumination in complex animated environments is one of the most important research challenges in computer graphics. Achievements in this field have many applications, such as visual effects for computer-assisted movies and video games. Many approaches for such computation have been proposed in the last 20 years. Most of these methods are based on radiosity, such as those in [1] , [2] , [3] , and [4] . However, radiosity methods are prone to visual artifacts due to undersampling or high memory consumption and computational cost due to high-quality sampling. Therefore, other approaches, such as an extension of photon mapping [5] and irradiance caching [6] , [7] , have been proposed.
We propose a simple and accurate method based on temporal caching for efficient computation of global illumination effects in animated environments. Our method provides rapid generation of image sequences for environments in which viewer, objects, and light sources move.
Our approach focuses on a temporal optimization for lighting computation based on the irradiance caching [8] and radiance caching [9] techniques. These caching-based techniques use sparse sampling and interpolation in the spatial domain to reduce the computational cost of indirect illumination. Our extension introduces sparse sampling and interpolation in the temporal domain to reduce the computational cost in dynamic environments. We define a temporal weighting function and temporal radiance gradients for accurate temporal interpolation, which are based on an estimate of the change of incoming radiance in the course of time. This estimate requires a basic knowledge of the incoming radiance at future time steps. To this end, we propose an inexpensive graphics processing unit (GPU)-based method using reprojection to compute this estimate.
Unlike many previous approaches, our method does not introduce any new data structure and adds very little overhead to the existing memory requirements. Since the same record in the cache can be used in several frames, the computational cost related to the computation of the records is significantly reduced. Furthermore, the records used to render an animation segment can be kept within a small memory space. Once the records are computed in the scene, our GPU-based renderer can display the dynamic globally illuminated scene in real time.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents some significant previous works in the field of global illumination for animations in dynamic scenes. Section 3 describes the key aspects of the irradiance and radiance caching algorithms. In Section 4, we highlight the problems related to using those algorithms for animation rendering and present our main contributions: the temporal weighting function, the estimation of future incoming radiance by reprojection, and the temporal gradients (TGs). Section 5 contains implementation details for efficient computation using graphics hardware. Our results are presented in Section 6.
PREVIOUS WORK
This section describes the most significant approaches to the computation of high-quality global illumination in dynamic scenes. We also describe several methods aiming at computing approximate solutions at interactive frame rates. A thorough description of many existing methods can be found in [4] . Most significant algorithms for global illumination computation are detailed in [10] , [11] .
Interactive Methods
The methods described in this section focus on interactive approximate rendering in which the quality may be compromised to enhance interactivity. The Render Cache [12] , [13] is based on the high coherence of the points visible between two subsequent frames: Most of the points visible in frame n are also visible in frame n þ 1. Therefore, the render cache stores the points visible in frame n and reprojects them onto frame n þ 1. As the visibility may change between two successive frames, some pixels may not have any corresponding visible point stored in the cache. In that case, those pixels are either filled by computing the actual corresponding hit point or by hole filling. However, the artifacts due to missing information make the Render Cache usable only in the context of fast approximate rendering. Note that we use a similar reprojection technique to estimate the temporal change of incoming lighting.
Another approach based on interactive ray tracing is Frameless Rendering [14] . This method is based on parallel asynchronous ray tracing. Each processor is assigned a fixed set of pixels to render continuously. The computation of each pixel updates the resulting image immediately. The computational power of several processors working in parallel allows interactive frame rates. This method has been enhanced by Dayal et al. [15] for using temporal coherence. As in our approach, the authors compute TGs. However, those gradients are computed in image space.
In the Shading Cache method [16] , the irradiance at the vertices of a tesselated scene is adaptively computed and cached using a parallel computing cluster. The scene is rendered and displayed at interactive frame rates using hardware-based interpolation. The vertices within the region affected by object and camera movement are localized using an image-space sampling scheme and updated. The rendering shows ghosting artifacts in regions affected by moving objects; for example, color bleeding due to an object may remain behind even though the object has moved away. These artifacts eventually disappear if the viewer and objects remain static for several seconds.
A similar drawback is present in the work by Dmitriev et al. [5] . The authors present a density estimation technique using photon mapping [17] and quasi Monte Carlo. The photon map is updated when the user moves an object. For each frame, the algorithm detects which photon paths should be recomputed. The update consists in using quasi Monte Carlo to trace a group of photons following a similar path. This method is well suited for interactive manipulation of objects but suffers from delays between the object motion and the update of the photon map.
Irradiance Caching and Final Gathering
Several approaches have been proposed to accelerate the final gathering process used to render photon maps in dynamic scenes. The methods described in this section exploit temporal coherence in the context of final gathering using irradiance caching [8] .
Tawara et al. [18] propose a two-step method for computing indirect lighting in dynamic scenes. In the first step, they compute an irradiance cache using only the static objects of the scene. Then, for each frame, they update the irradiance cache by introducing the dynamic objects at their frame-specific positions. This method shows significant speedup but is restricted to animations during which "lighting conditions do not change significantly" [18] . Otherwise, the static irradiance cache has to be recomputed from scratch, leading to the temporal artifacts inherent in this method.
Another approach by Tawara et al. [6] is based on the detection of the incoming radiance changes related to the displacement of objects. The rays traced for computing irradiance records are stored and updated using either a user-defined update rate or an adaptive rate based on the number of rays hitting a dynamic object. This method requires a large amount of memory to store the rays, making it difficult to use in complex scenes where many records have to be computed.
The method described in [7] is based on a data structure called anchor. Using this structure, the algorithm detects changes in visibility and incoming radiance for each irradiance record during an animation sequence. Therefore, the irradiance values stored in the cached records can be efficiently updated. However, even though this method provides high-quality results, it requires the explicit storage of the rays used to compute each irradiance record and, hence, is highly memory intensive.
In this paper, we present a method exploiting temporal coherence for using irradiance and radiance caching [8] , [9] in dynamic scenes. Section 3 presents a brief overview of irradiance and radiance caching.
IRRADIANCE AND RADIANCE CACHING: AN OVERVIEW
The irradiance and radiance caching algorithms are based on the following observation: "The indirect illuminance tends to change slowly over a surface" [8] . These methods take advantage of spatial coherence by sparsely sampling and interpolating indirect incoming radiance. Irradiance caching [8] is designed for the computation of indirect diffuse lighting. Radiance caching [9] extends the approach proposed by Ward et al. [8] to glossy interreflections. The irradiance and radiance caching algorithms are very similar. In irradiance caching, a record stores the irradiance at a given point on a surface. In radiance caching, a record stores the projection coefficients of the incoming radiance for the hemispherical harmonics basis [19] . The interpolation schemes are also similar: The irradiance stored in the irradiance cache and the coefficients stored in the radiance cache undergo weighted interpolation. The method described in this paper is similarly applicable to both caching techniques. For the simplicity of explanation, we only consider irradiance caching in most of the following discussions. Specific details about radiance caching are given in Section 4.6.
Irradiance Interpolation. Let us consider a point p in a scene. In [8] , an estimate of the irradiance EðpÞ at point p is given by
where S r represents the set of irradiance records surrounding p. For each record K 2 S r , w K ðpÞ is the weighting function of record K evaluated at point p. E K ðpÞ is the contribution of record K to the computed incoming lighting at point p. In the next two paragraphs, we describe the irradiance weighting function and the computation of the contribution of the records using irradiance gradients.
Weighting Function. In the irradiance caching algorithm, a given record contributes to the indirect lighting of points with similar lighting. If the incoming lighting at the record location changes rapidly in the neighborhood of the record, its weight should be small in the surrounding area. Conversely, if the lighting changes slowly, the weight of the record should be high. Therefore, the weighting function is based on an approximation of the potential change in incoming radiance with respect to displacement and rotation.
The weighting function is chosen as the inverse of this estimated change. At a point p with normal n, the weighting function of record K is defined as
where p K , n K , and R K are, respectively, the location of record K, its normal, and the harmonic mean distance to the objects visible from p K . This weighting function is not only used for interpolation but also to determine the set of records S r ðpÞ contributing to the incoming radiance at point p:
where a is a user-defined accuracy value. Irradiance Gradients for Accurate Extrapolation. The irradiance contribution of record K to the irradiance at point p depends on the translation and rotation gradients of the irradiance. The gradient computations proposed in [20] , [9] , and [21] present several methods to estimate the change in incoming radiance with respect to translation and rotation. Figs. 1a and 1b in [20] illustrate the quality improvement obtained using gradients. Ward and Heckbert [20] define the contribution of record K to point p with normal n as
where E K , r r r , and r r p are, respectively, the irradiance, the rotation gradient, and the translation gradient stored in record K.
The irradiance and radiance caching algorithms provide an accurate and efficient way of computing global illumination in static scenes. Furthermore, several methods have been proposed to enhance the quality and efficiency of these algorithms [22] , [23] . However, problems arise when using this approach for global illumination computation in dynamic environments. Section 4 presents the typical problems encountered when using the irradiance caching algorithm in dynamic scenes and describes our temporal optimization method.
TEMPORAL IRRADIANCE CACHING
Quality Measurement
Both our method and the (ir)radiance caching algorithms rely on sparse sampling and approximations (interpolations and extrapolations) for fast global illumination computation. Intuitively, the quality of the reconstructed lighting is high at the location and time of actual computation and decreases as the extrapolation point and time get away from the record. In this paper, the quality of the reconstructed lighting is named accuracy. The maximum (100 percent) accuracy is obtained when the lighting is explicitly computed (that is, at the location and time of record creation) and decreases as the point of interest gets away from the record (Fig. 1 ).
Irradiance Caching in Dynamic Scenes
As described in the previous section, irradiance caching leverages spatial coherency of indirect lighting and, thus, reduces the computation time of global illumination. In dynamic scenes, a simple and commonly used approach is to discard all the cached records and start with an empty cache at the beginning of each frame. This indiscriminate discard of records amounts to significant waste of computational effort. Additionally, the resulting animation video quality may be poor. The reason for this is that the distributions of record location in frames n and n þ 1 are likely to be different. Fig. 2 illustrates the consequence of the change of record distribution: Since the gradients extrapolate the change of incoming radiance, they are not completely accurate compared to the ground truth. Therefore, the accuracy of the lighting reconstructed by irradiance caching is not constant over a surface: The accuracy is maximum at the record location and decreases as the extrapolation point gets away from the record. Therefore, changing the distribution of records also changes the distribution of the accuracy, yielding high-frequency flickering artifacts. Thus, the simple use of irradiance caching in dynamic scenes gives rise to poor animation quality.
In this paper, we propose a simple and unified framework for view-dependent global illumination in dynamic environments with predefined animation in which objects, light sources, and cameras can move.
Overview of Temporal Radiance Caching
In [8] , [20] , the interpolation scheme of Ward et al. converts the high-frequency noise of Monte Carlo path tracing into low frequency error. As shown above, this result is achieved by sparse sampling, extrapolation, and interpolation in space. In this paper, our aim is to convert the highfrequency temporal noise (that is, the flickering artifacts) into low-frequency temporal errors by sparse sampling, extrapolation, and interpolation in the temporal domain. More precisely, we amortize the cost of record computation over several frames by performing a sparse temporal sampling and temporal interpolation of the irradiance (Algorithm 1). When a record K is created at frame n, the future incoming lighting is estimated. This estimate is first used to compute the ratio between the current and future lightings. In the spirit of [8] , we define our temporal weighting function w t K as the inverse of the temporal change. Hence, the number of frames in which K can contribute is inversely proportional to the future change of incoming radiance. Since the actual computation of the future incoming lighting may be expensive, we use a simple reprojection technique for estimating the future lighting using the data sampled at the current frame. As the irradiance at a point is extrapolated using the irradiance and gradients of neighboring records, we propose TGs for smooth temporal interpolation and extrapolation of the irradiance. 
Temporal Weighting Function
The temporal weighting function expresses the confidence on a given record as a function of time. Using a derivation similar to that in [8] , we define the temporal change t of incoming radiance between time t and t 0 as
This derivative @E @t ðt 0 Þ can be approximated using estimates of incoming radiance at two successive times t 0 and t 1 , denoted E 0 and E 1 :
In our method, the time range of the animation is discretized into integer frame indices. Therefore, we always choose t 1 À t 0 ¼ 1, that is, E 1 and E 0 represent the estimated irradiance at two successive frames.
As in [8] , we define the temporal weighting function as the inverse of the change, excluding the term E 0 :
where
This function can be evaluated and tested against a userdefined accuracy value a t . A record K created at t 0 is allowed to contribute to the image at t if
The temporal weighting function is used to adjust the time segment during which a record is considered valid. Since a given record can be reused in several frames, the computational cost can be significantly reduced.
However, (7) shows that if the environment remains static starting from frame t 0 , we obtain ¼ 1. Therefore, (10) shows that w t K is infinite for any frame and, hence, record K is allowed to contribute at any time t > t 0 . However, since part of the environment is dynamic, the inaccuracy becomes (b) Therefore, the incoming radiance at this point can change noticeably between two frames, yielding flickering artifacts (b). Note that the maximum accuracy A max is obtained at the point and time of actual computation of the incoming radiance. significant when t À t 0 gets high (see Fig. 3 ). This is a limitation of our technique for estimating the temporal change of incoming radiance, which determines the lifespan of a record by considering only the change between E t and E tþ1 . Therefore, we introduce a user-defined value tmax limiting the length of the validity time segment associated with each record. If (11) does not hold, we decide that the record cannot be reasonably used:
This reduces the risk of using obsolete records, which allows the user to control the artifacts due to residual global illumination effects also known as "ghosts," which commonly appear in interactive methods. However, as a and a t , this value must be user-defined by trial and error to obtain the best results. If tmax is too low, many records may be recomputed unnecessarily. Setting t max ¼ 1 implies the recomputation of each record for each frame. In this case, the resulting performance would be similar to the classical per-frame computation. Nevertheless, this would completely avoid the ghosting artifacts, since the indirect lighting is continually computed from scratch. If t max is set too high, the same records might be reused in too many frames. Hence, artifacts due to the residual global illumination effects are likely to appear in the vicinity of the moving objects, degrading the quality of the rendered frame. Consequently, such a high value significantly reduces the rendering time at the detriment of the temporal accuracy. However, abrupt discarding of a record reintroduces the flickering problem described in Section 4.2. As proposed in [18] , we avoid this problem by keeping track of the location of the records over time. Let us consider a record K located at point p K . If K was allowed to contribute to the previous frame and cannot be reused in current frame, a new record l is created at the same location, that is, p l ¼ p K (Fig. 4b ).
Since the location of visible records remains constant in space, the accuracy at a given point tends to be constant over time, hence reducing the flickering artifacts. Note that the locations of records remain constant even though they lie on dynamic objects (Fig. 5) .
The temporal weighting function provides a simple and adaptive way of leveraging temporal coherence by introducing an aging method based on the change of incoming radiance. Nevertheless, Fig. 4c shows that the accuracy of the computation is still not continuous in the course of time.
Replacing obsolete records with new ones creates a discontinuity of accuracy, which causes the visible flickering artifacts. Therefore, we propose TGs to generate a smooth and less noticeable transition between successive records.
Temporal Gradients
TGs are conceptually similar to classical irradiance gradients. Instead of representing the incoming radiance change with respect to translation and rotation, those gradients represent how the incoming radiance gets altered over time. (c) New record after ¼ n frames with no temporal gradient. (d) New record after ¼ n frames with extrapolated temporal gradient. (e) New record after ¼ n frames with an interpolated temporal gradient. If the records are located at the same point between successive frames as in (a), the temporal accuracy is improved as shown in (b). However, as shown in (c), flickering artifacts due to the temporal discontinuities of accuracy may appear when a record is reused in several frames, then recomputed. (d) Extrapolated TGs decrease the amplitude of the discontinuity in one pass, reducing flickering. (e) Interpolated TGs use two passes to eliminate the discontinuity by smoothing out the temporal changes. Fig. 3 . When record K is created at time t K , the surrounding environment is static ð K ¼ 1Þ. However, the red sphere is visible from the K n frames later. The user-defined value tmax prevents the record from contributing if n > tmax , then reducing the risk of using obsolete records. (a) Time t K . (b) Time t K þ n. In the context of irradiance caching, (4) shows that the irradiance at point p is estimated using rotation and translation gradients. The temporal irradiance gradient of record K at a given point p with normal n is derived from (4) as
where . r r r and r r p are the rotation and translation gradients.
. p K and n K are the location and normal of record K. As described in Section 4.4, we keep the location of all records constant over time. We choose any point of interest p with normal n, which is also constant over time. Therefore, n K Â n and p À p K are constant with respect to time. The equation for TGs becomes
where . r r t E K ¼ @E K @t is the TG of irradiance. . r r t r r ¼ @rr @t is the TG of rotation gradient. . r r t rp ¼ @r p @t is the TG of translation gradient. Using (13) , the contribution of record K created at time t K to the incoming radiance at point p at time t is estimated by E K ðp; tÞ ¼ E K þ r r t E K ðt À t K Þ þ ðn K Â nÞ Á ðr r r þ r r t r r ðt À t K ÞÞ þ ðp K À pÞ Á ðr r p þ r r t rp ðt À t K ÞÞ:
This formulation represents the temporal change of the incoming radiance around p K as three vectors. These vectors represent the change of the incoming radiance at point p K and the change of the translation and rotation gradients over time. The values of these vectors can be easily computed using the information generated in Section 4.7. Since our method estimates the incoming radiance at time t þ 1 using the information available at time t, we define extrapolated TGs as
r r t rr % r r r ðt K þ 1Þ À r r r ðt K Þ; ð16Þ
However, as illustrated in Fig. 4d , these TGs do not remove all the discontinuities in the animation. When a record K is replaced by record l, the accuracy of the result exhibits a possible discontinuity, yielding some flickering artifacts. As explained in Section 4.4, this problem can be avoided by keeping track of the history of the records: When record K becomes obsolete, a new record l is created at the same location. Since t l > t K , we can use the value of incoming radiance stored in l to compute interpolated TG for record K:
r r t rr % ðr r r ðt l Þ À r r r ðt K ÞÞ=ðt l À t K Þ; ð19Þ r r t rp % ðr r p ðt l Þ À r r p ðt K ÞÞ=ðt l À t K Þ: ð20Þ
As illustrated in Fig. 4e , the TGs enhance the continuity of the accuracy, hence removing the flickering artifacts. However, the gradients only account for the first derivative of the change of incoming lighting, which temporally smoothes the changes. Although this method proves accurate in scenes with smooth changes, it should be noted that the gradient-based temporal interpolation may introduce ghosting artifacts when used in scenes with very sharp changes of illumination. In this case, a t and t max must be reduced to obtain a sufficient update frequency.
Extension to Radiance Caching 4.6.1 Temporal Weighting Function
Our temporal weighting function is based on an estimate of the ratio between the current and future incoming radiances. In the context of radiance caching, the directional information of the incoming radiance must be very accurate. Therefore, we define the temporal radiance ratio as
where i 0 and i 1 , are respectively the ith projection coefficient of the current and future incoming lighting. By using the maximum ratio, our method can account for directional change of incoming radiance without loss of accuracy.
Temporal Gradients
As described in [9] , the rotational gradient is not necessary in the radiance caching algorithm. The incoming radiance function and the translation gradient being represented using projection coefficients, we compute the TG of each coefficient independently. Thus, the problem reduces to the computation of the above equations for each coefficient.
However, as shown in (7), the determination of our temporal weighting function and extrapolated gradients relies on the knowledge of the incoming radiance at the next time step, E t 0 þ1 . Since the explicit computation of E t 0 þ1 would introduce a significant computational overhead, we propose a simple and accurate estimation method based on reprojection.
Estimating E t 0 þ1
We use the reprojection and hole-filling approach proposed by Walter et al. [12] . However, it must be noted that, while Walter et al. use reprojection for interactive visualization using ray tracing, our aim is to provide a simple and reliable estimate of the incident radiance at a given point at time t 0 þ 1 by using the data acquired at time t 0 only. This estimate will be used to determine the lifespan of the records by evaluating our temporal weighting function.
In the context of predefined animation, the changes in the scene are known and accessible at any time. When a record K is created at time t 0 , the hemisphere above p K is sampled (Fig. 6a) to compute the incoming radiance and gradients at this point. Since the changes between times t 0 and t 0 þ 1 are known, it is possible to reproject the points visible at time t 0 to obtain an estimate of the visible points at time t 0 þ 1 (Fig. 6b) . The outgoing radiance of the reprojected visible points can be estimated by accounting for the rotation and displacement of both objects and light sources. In overlapping areas, a depth test accounts for the occlusion change (Fig. 6c ).
However, some parts of the estimated incoming radiance may be unknown (holes) due to displacement and overlapping of visible objects (Fig. 6d ). As proposed in [12] , we use a simple hole-filling method: Each hole is filled using the background values, yielding a plausible estimate of the future indirect lighting.
As shown in Fig. 7 and Table 1 , the reprojection reduces the error in the estimate of the future incoming lighting. Those errors were measured by comparing the irradiances at time t þ 1 with the irradiances estimated using records created at time t.
Our method provides a simple way of extending irradiance caching to dynamic objects and dynamic light sources by introducing a temporal weighting function and TGs. In Section 5, we discuss the implementation of our method on a GPU for increased performance.
GPU IMPLEMENTATION
Our method has been implemented within a GPU-based renderer for irradiance and radiance caching. First, we detail the implementation of the incoming radiance estimate by reprojection (Section 4.7). Then, we describe how the GPU can be simply used in the context of radiance cache splatting to discard useless records and avoid their replacement.
Reprojection of incoming radiance. As shown in Section 4.4, the computation of the temporal weighting function and TGs for a given record K requires an estimate of the radiance reaching point p K at the next time step. This estimate is obtained through reprojection (Section 4.7), provided that the position of the objects at the next time step is known. Therefore, for a given vertex v of the scene and a given time t, we assume that the transformation matrix corresponding to the position and normal of v at time t þ 1 is known. We assume that such matrices are available for light sources as well. Using the method described in [24] , a record K can be generated by rasterizing the scene on a single plane above point p K . In a first pass, during the rasterization at time t, shaders can output an estimate of the position and incoming lighting at time t þ 1 of each point visible to p K at time t. This output can be used to reconstruct an estimate of the incoming radiance function at time t þ 1.
This estimate is obtained in a second pass: Each projected visible point generated in the first pass is considered a vertex. Each of those vertices is sent to the graphics pipeline as a pixel-sized point. The result of the rasterization process is an estimate of the incoming radiance function at time t þ 1.
Since the size of the sampling plane is usually small (typically, 64 Â 64), this process is generally much faster than resampling the whole scene.
During the reprojection process, some fragments may overlap. Even though the occlusion can be simply solved by classical Z-Buffer, the resulting image may contain holes (Fig. 6d ). These holes are created at the location of dynamic objects. Since the time shift between two successive frames is very small, the holes are also small. As described in Section 4.7, we use a third pass to fill the holes using the local background (that is, the neighboring value with the Fig. 7 . Error between the actual lighting at t þ 1 and the lighting at t þ 1 estimated with and without reprojection. This plot represents the percentage of records for which the estimate of the future incoming lighting is below a given RMS error level. The reprojection reduces the overall error in the estimate compared to a method without reprojection (that is, where the lighting is considered temporally constant). Errors are computed using 4,523 records. highest depth). This computation can be performed efficiently on the GPU using the stencil buffer with an initial value of 0. During the reprojection process, each rasterized point increments the stencil buffer. Therefore, the hole-filling algorithm must be applied only on pixels where the stencil buffer is still 0. The final result of this algorithm is an estimate of the incoming radiance at time t þ 1, generated entirely on the GPU (Fig. 8 ). This estimate is used in the extrapolated TGs and the temporal weighting function. As shown in (10) , this latter defines a maximum value of the lifespan of a given record and triggers its recomputation. However, this recomputation is not always necessary.
Radiance cache splatting. The radiance cache splatting method [24] is based on a simple observation of the spatial weighting function described in [8] : An (ir)radiance record K cannot contribute to the lighting of points located outside a sphere of influence centered at p K . Therefore, the indirect lighting at visible points can be obtained by splatting the sphere corresponding to record K on the image plane. This splatting is performed on graphics hardware by rasterizing a quadrilateral tightly bounding the sphere. For each fragment within this quadrilateral, a fragment program evaluates the weighting function for record K and verifies whether record K is allowed to contribute to the indirect lighting of the visible point corresponding to this fragment (see (3) ). The weighted average described in (1) is computed using simple hardware blending. Using this method, high-quality global illumination can be displayed at interactive frame rates.
Replacement/deletion method. As described in the previous sections, the flickering artifacts of the lighting come from the temporal discontinuities of the accuracy. Therefore, if a record cannot contribute to the current image (that is, it is out of the view frustum or occluded), it can be simply deleted instead of being replaced by a novel, up-to-date record. This avoids the generation and update of a "trail" of records following dynamic objects ( Fig. 9 ), hence reducing the memory and computational costs. In the context of radiance cache splatting [24] , this decision can be easily made using hardware occlusion queries: During the last frame of the lifespan of record K, an occlusion query is issued as the record is rasterized. In the next frame, valid records are first rendered. If a record K is now obsolete, the result of the occlusion query is read from the GPU. If the number of covered pixels is 0, the record is discarded. Otherwise, a new record l is computed at location p l ¼ p K .
The hardware occlusion queries are very useful, but they suffer from high latency. However, in our method, the result of a query is not needed immediately. Between the query issue and the reading of the record coverage, the renderer renders the other records, then switches the scene to next frame and renders valid records. In practice, the average latency appeared to be negligible (less than 0.1 percent of the overall computing time). Besides, in our test scenes, this method reduces the storage and computational costs by up to 25-30 percent.
RESULTS
This section discusses the results obtained using our method and compares them with the classical method in which a new cache is computed for each frame. This latter method is referred to as per-frame computation in the remainder of this section. The images, videos, and timings have been generated using a 3.8 GHz Pentium 4 with 2 Gbytes of RAM and an nVidia GeForce 7800 GTX with 512 Mbytes. The scene details and timings are summarized in Table 2 . The animations are presented in the accompanying video.
Cube in a box. This very simple diffuse scene (Fig. 12a ) exhibits high flickering when no TGs are used. Along with a significant speedup, our method reduces the flickering artifacts by using extrapolated TGs. Such artifacts are unnoticeable with interpolated gradients. The animations are generated using a t ¼ 0:05 and a maximum lifespan of Fig. 8 . Reprojection using the GPU. The first pass samples the scene to gather the required information. Then, the visible points are reprojected to their estimated position at next time step. During this pass, each rendered fragment increments the stencil buffer. Finally, the holes (that is, where the stencil value is 0) are filled using the deepest neighboring values. Fig. 10 shows the accuracy values obtained with and without TGs. The remaining flickering of the extrapolated TGs are due to the discontinuities of accuracy. Since our aim is high-quality rendering, the following results focus on interpolated TGs that avoid discontinuities.
Moving light. A similar scene (Fig. 12b ) illustrates the behavior of our algorithm in the context of dynamic light sources. The bottom of the box is tiled to highlight the changes of indirect lighting. Due to the highly dynamic indirect lighting, the lifespan of the records is generally very short, yielding frequent updates of irradiance values. Compared to per-frame computation, our method renders the animation with higher quality in a comparable time.
Flying kite. In a more complicated textured scene (Fig. 12c ), our algorithm also provides a significant quality improvement while drastically reducing the computation time. In the beginning of the animation, the change of indirect lighting is small, and, hence, the records can be reused in several frames. However, when the kite comes down, its dynamic reflection on the ceiling and wall is clearly noticeable. Using our temporal weighting function, the global illumination solution of this zone is updated at a fast pace, avoiding ghosts in the final image ( Fig. 11) .
Japanese interior. In this more complex scene (Fig. 12d) , the glossy and diffuse objects are rendered using, respectively, the radiance and irradiance caching algorithms. The animation illustrates the features of our method: Dynamic nondiffuse environment and important changes of indirect lighting. In the beginning of the animation, the scene is lit by a single dynamic light source. In this case, TGs suppress the flickering artifacts present in the per-frame computation but do not provide a significant speedup (1:25 Â ). In the remainder of the animation, most of the environment is static, even though some dynamic objects generate strong changes in the indirect illumination. Our TGs take advantage of this situation by adaptively reusing records in several frames. The result is the elimination of flickering and a significant speedup (up to 9 Â ) compared to perframe computation. During the generation of this animation, the average latency introduced by occlusion queries is 0.001 percent of the overall rendering time.
Spheres. This scene features complex animation with 66 diffuse and glossy bouncing spheres and a glossy back wall (Fig. 12e ). Our method eliminates the flickering while reducing the computational cost of a factor 4.24. We used a temporal accuracy value a t ¼ 0:05 and a maximum record lifespan t max ¼ 5.
Comparison with Monte Carlo path tracing. As the (ir)radiance caching algorithms introduce low-frequency spatial errors, our method introduces low-frequency temporal errors. Therefore, the obtained images contain both spatial and temporal errors. In a sequence of 100 images of the Cube in a Box scene, the average root-mean-square (RMS) error between our method and the reference solution is 0.139 Fig. 10 . Plot of the temporal accuracy as a function of time obtained in scene Cube in a Box by creating records at time 0 and extrapolating their value until time 19. The accuracy value at a time t is obtained by computing the error between the extrapolated values and the actual lighting at time t. At time 20, the existing records are discarded and replaced by up-to-date records with maximum accuracy. The TGs provide a better approximation compared to the approach without those gradients. Using interpolated gradients, the accuracy is continuous and remains above 98 percent. ( Fig. 13 ). Even though the results obtained using our method exhibit differences compared to the reference solution, the images obtained are a reliable estimate of the global illumination solution.
Computational overhead of reprojection. During the computation of a record, our method evaluates the value of the incoming lighting for both current and next time steps. As shown in Section 4.7, the estimation of the future incoming lighting is performed by simple reprojection. Therefore, the related computational overhead is independent of the scene geometry. In our tests, each record was computed at resolution 64 Â 64. In our system, the reprojection is performed in approximately 0.46 ms. For comparison, the time required to compute the actual incoming lighting at a given point in our 200,000 polygon scene is 4.58 ms. In this case, the overhead due to the reprojection is only 10 percent of the cost of the actual hemisphere sampling. Even though this overhead is not negligible, our estimate enables us reduce the overall rendering time by reusing the records in several frames.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a novel method for exploiting temporal coherence in the context of irradiance and radiance caching. We proposed an approach for sparse sampling and interpolation of the incoming radiance in the temporal domain. We defined a temporal weighting function and temporal gradients, allowing a simple and accurate temporal interpolation of incoming radiance values. The results show both a significant speedup and an increased quality compared to per-frame computation. Due to our sparse temporal sampling, the incoming radiance values for the entire animation segment can be stored within the main memory. As our method provides a significant quality improvement and is easy to implement, we believe that our approach can be integrated in production renderers for efficient rendering of animated scenes.
Future work includes the design of a more accurate estimation method for extrapolated temporal gradients. Such a method will find use in on-the-fly computation of indirect lighting during interactive sessions. Another improvement would consist in designing an efficient method for faster aging of the records located near newly created records for which important changes have been detected. This would avoid the need for a user-defined maximum validity time while guaranteeing the absence of global illumination ghosts. 
